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How we use it The desktop can easily become sort of a dump for all shortcuts and folders you frequently need to access, as well as some which have been there since forever. In order to prevent overwhelming it, you can rely on specialized applications like Shortcuts Pool in order to have an
organized view of the desktop, as well as some special places. Comes with a decent variety of categories Before the application is good to go, you might want to make sure that your computer is fitted with.NET Framework. You can launch the application right afterwards, with the main window
showing up. It’s fitted with a large view section for the selected category, which you find on a side panel. The upper toolbar makes it possible to manage items, and there are also some functions in the context menu. By default, the application comes with a set of predefined categories, such as
popular items, folders, programs, recent, Windows, and trash. A simple click is enough to enlist all items inside the main view section. This latter section can be set to thumbnail, list, or report, depending on your interests. Create custom folders and sort items Items on the list are created as links,
and only one click is enough to run a program or open a folder. You can choose to access the source location of items from the context menu, where you also find functions to sort, clear, add, remove, or edit. Although categories aren’t editable, they do allow you to create new locations in the
folders category. Adding new items can either be done in the form of a program or folder, and you also need to provide the target category, as well as a name for the new shortcut. A few last words All things considered, we can state that Shortcuts Pool does manage to make it easier to access
frequently used directories and programs. Custom folders can be created to better organize shortcuts, while view modes offer enough details, or simply thumbnails for quick visual identification. Shortcuts Pool Find it on: Google Play Store Apple App Store Key features: Organize and find your
favorite programs and folders. Create and manage custom folders, right from the desktop. Get a full list of the currently used programs and folders on your computer. Instant access to both icons and locations. See your desktop in different ways – thumbnails, lists, reports. Create custom folders
that are completely independent from the existing categories. Use Quick
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KEYMACRO is a tool that allows you to convert text to macros, which will allow you to automate repetitive tasks. It has a set of features, such as commands, multi-line commands, multi-line arguments, multi-argument commands, commands per line, command window, argument window,
argument text, argument value, argument strings, argument parameters, argument integers, argument booleans, argument types, and more. KEYMACRO is available for Windows, Linux, Mac OS X, and other operating systems. You can run the application, download it, and have it installed. It’s a
free download. KeyMACRO Features: KEYMACRO is an automated command line tool with a set of features such as commands, multi-line commands, multi-line arguments, multi-argument commands, commands per line, command window, argument window, argument text, argument value,
argument strings, argument parameters, argument integers, argument booleans, argument types, and more. A few examples: Say you’ve been typing in a system report you’re working on at the office, and you’d like to have it automatically be generated every night at the latest. You can create a
one-line command which is run as soon as your computer is turned on, and does the job. You can also be more advanced by creating a macro with multi-line arguments, that is, commands where you can provide multiple parameters and arguments. In a similar way, you can make a macro which
runs a process, like opening a web page, once every hour. KEYMACRO is meant to allow you to automate repetitive tasks and generate macros for various tasks, which can be later run at any time. Create macros with multi-line arguments You can make macros with multi-line arguments, which is
a rather useful feature, especially in the business field. You can define parameters, arguments, and their respective types, such as integer, string, etc. This is a rather simple example: SHIFT + ALT + L or CTRL + ALT + L Create macros with multi-line commands You can create macros with
multi-line commands, which is useful for creating commands that span several lines. By creating commands like these, you can perform tasks such as opening a file, launching a program, etc. The example below can be used to launch a file, such as a PowerPoint presentation: SHIFT + ALT + T
2edc1e01e8
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* Supported platforms: Windows XP and later. * Control how a single folder is sorted. * Sorting options are included in the default categories. * Create custom categories. * Sort categories on and off. * Sort items by program, type, or date added. * Filter categories on and off. * Configure how
detailed the thumbnail view is. * Set the view mode as thumbnail, list, or report. * Get the shortcut source location. * Rename the shortcut. * Remove the shortcut. * Create a folder to access your shortcuts. * Control what’s in the shortcut folder. * Create new shortcut folders. * Configure folder
access. * And much more! Rating: 4.5 stars. Download: Shortcuts Pool - Free MouseCursor Changes in Windows 7 Description: MouseCursor Changes in Windows 7 is a freeware program developed by Low Price PC. After our trial and test, the software was found to be official, secure and free.
Here is the official description for MouseCursor Changes in Windows 7: This program allows you to change the default mouse cursor of your Windows 7 OS. Please, notice! This program is just an interface to the ShellControl.dll function. Your Windows 7 will continue to use its default cursor, but
you will have the option to set any mouse cursor as you wish. Many mouse cursors are included. You can modify, change, save, and load cursors of any mouse with this tool. Description: MouseCursor Changes in Windows 7 is a freeware program developed by Low Price PC. After our trial and
test, the software was found to be official, secure and free. Here is the official description for MouseCursor Changes in Windows 7: This program allows you to change the default mouse cursor of your Windows 7 OS. Please, notice! This program is just an interface to the ShellControl.dll function.
Your Windows 7 will continue to use its default cursor, but you will have the option to set any mouse cursor as you wish. Many mouse cursors are included. You can modify, change, save, and load cursors of any mouse with this tool. Rating: 5 out of 5 based on 2 ratings. You can write a review
about this software here. Download MouseCursor Changes in Windows 7 Designed to
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What's New in the?

Keep your desktop clean and organized with the help of Shortcuts Pool. It's a folder utility designed to organize your shortcuts. The application is completely free to use, and comes with a friendly user interface. Install Shortcuts Pool Description: Comes with a decent variety of categories Before
the application is good to go, you might want to make sure that your computer is fitted with.NET Framework. You can launch the application right afterwards, with the main window showing up. It's fitted with a large view section for the selected category, which you find on a side panel. The
upper toolbar makes it possible to manage items, and there are also some functions in the context menu. By default, the application comes with a set of predefined categories, such as popular items, folders, programs, recent, Windows, and trash. A simple click is enough to enlist all items inside
the main view section. This latter section can be set to thumbnail, list, or report, depending on your interests. Create custom folders and sort items Items on the list are created as links, and only one click is enough to run a program or open a folder. You can choose to access the source location of
items from the context menu, where you also find functions to sort, clear, add, remove, or edit. Although categories aren't editable, they do allow you to create new locations in the folders category. Adding new items can either be done in the form of a program or folder, and you also need to
provide the target category, as well as a name for the new shortcut. A few last words All things considered, we can state that Shortcuts Pool does manage to make it easier to access frequently used directories and programs. Custom folders can be created to better organize shortcuts, while view
modes offer enough details, or simply thumbnails for quick visual identification. Description: Yandex.Weather is a free application for Android devices, which allows you to check the weather forecast for the next week, as well as the forecast for any location in the world. The program provides you
with the information as a simple icon on the status bar, and you can choose the forecast location, as well as the language. With all that in mind, you should be able to find the information you need. Description: Need to sync your Android with your Windows PC? Yandex.Disk lets you store all your
files in one place on your PC. With the help of Yandex.Disk, you can easily back up files on your phone, and restore them if you ever need to. Even better, you can quickly connect your phone to your PC with the help of the application. To use it, you need to go to settings on your PC, and then open
the application. Once the application is running, you need to follow the instructions given to get it to work properly.
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System Requirements For Shortcuts Pool:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit Windows 7 64-bit CPU: Intel® Core™ i3-2100 Intel® Core™ i3-2100 RAM: 8 GB 8 GB HDD: 13 GB 13 GB GPU: NVIDIA® GeForce® GT 640 or AMD® Radeon™ R9 270X NVIDIA® GeForce® GT 640 or AMD® Radeon™ R9 270X GPU Memory: 2 GB 2 GB DirectX 11 How To
Install Free Download: 1.Download Link 2.Extract
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